Looking SE towards the rain-sodden Binnaw ridge, Maumtrasna on
the Mountaineering Ireland environmental study walk, Oct 2018
b Simon Stewart
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in this issue...

This quarter we have our usual
comments about summits, many
suitable for those looking for
the shorter or family walk. Why
not try the inaugural Hillwalking
Day, an all island of Ireland
occasion to get out and perhaps
try somewhere new and local.
(MountainViews’s Local 100 list
may help you with suggestions.)
For those who like a Challenge
we include a route in the Twelve Bens and our regular challenge walk
section. For a longer read try our feature article on Derryveagh, a
great place to visit but with a history of turmoil.

• Place comment of the month: Why Let the Weather Spoil your

Our next Annual is coming Feb, copy welcome now. Tell us what you
have been doing in 2018 in a few notes, or send a full feature article.
Many topics and styles welcome along with photos.
Our cover photo was taken on an excellent walk at the recent
Mountaineering Ireland meet in Clonbur. The meet had a significant,
well attended meeting on the proposed access indemnity scheme
with former and present ministers in attendance. (Although only
a side issue, I was pleased to see that former minister Ó Cuív was
talking up the notion of an app
allowing walkers information about
access and possible starting points
– music to our ears).
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P LA C E
COMMENT
OF THE
MONTH

Why Let the Weather
Spoil your Day?
knocknahillion (607m), maamturks

Iain T’s comment of October 2 describes a trip
up Knocknahillion in Galway’s Maamturks. This post
resonates with the kind of exuberance and enthusiasm that makes
people climb, but also enjoy, the hills not just in sunshine but in all
sorts of weather.

Wet and windy days can be fun too!
The mara was enthusiastically emptying itself over the lands of the
Conmaicne this morning, but at least that meant the waterfalls on the
way up Knocknahillion were looking good. Even though I knew it was
coming, the sheer bald rockiness of Lugbaun still came as a shock.
You come over the lip of the last falls and it hits you in the face like
a blow. Once into the hidden grassy coum behind, another thing hit
me strongly too - despite the rubbish weather there was absolutely
nowhere else I’d rather be. In better weather the scrambles up the
back of the coum are fun, but given the (non) friction of wet quartzite
I opted for the steep grass up right to join the ridge heading up
towards Knocknahullion main summit. At the ridge a third thing hit
me, the wind, but at least the lumpiness of the Maum Turks enables
you to duck out of it a lot of the time.
After visiting the summit I retraced my steps to the col and
continued over the North Top and Barr Log Riabhach, with the little
lochans providing comforting indications that I was where I thought I
was. The first bit of the ridge up to Letterbreckaun is nicely narrow, a
reminder that I really must investigate those slabs down to the right
one day. The main hill itself was blocking the wind nicely too. One
day I will get a view from the top of Letterbreckaun, but realistically
it was never going to happen today, and duly didn’t. That’s hill 4
me 0, but at least it wasn’t snowing this time. Back down at the col

Knocknahillion summit on a clear day

with Barr Log Riabhach, I decided to cut down directly westwards.
I’d scrambled about here in the past and figured I could find a way
down. All went ok, with a few zigzag sheep tracks to help, but it
definitely isn’t a recommended way off unless you’re happy with
commitment and exposure. Needless to say, the weather improved
as soon as I got down, but I’d had a hugely enjoyable few hours
despite it.
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/260/comment/20078/
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Coasting
through a
spectacular
landscape
An array of sea
stacks, sea arches
and vertical
cliff drops have
created
a breath-taking
landscape
around Benwee

Head writes Damian 120.
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/996/comment/20085/
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Nature at its most
unnatural
The alien-looking
Mullagh More and
its surrounding
Burren landscape
in Clare make
for a fascinating
day’s walking for
TommyV.
Link:
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1390/
comment/20093/
A precious gem
What Murren Hill in
Donegal NW lacks in
height, it more than
makes up for in views,
offering panoramas
to rival anywhere
in Donegal, writes
jsramssey1491.
Link:
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1024/
comment/20087/
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IainT

Colin Murphy

Great Carlingford views from a so-so top
Although not a particularly high climb, the route to Anglesey in the
Cooleys is a real slog, although on a clear day it offers unparalleled
views of Carlingford Lough, reports Colin Murphy
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/699/comment/5458/
SOUTH

SOUTH
A magic scramble
Navigating a
way up Brandon
Peak via the east
ridge, IainT enjoys
spectacle and
thrills aplenty.
Link:
mountainviews.
ie/summit/24/
comment/18729/
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A passage into Ireland’s
distant past
Slieve na Calliagh is one
of the easiest summits
to reach, but also one
of the most interesting,
topped by a large
Neolithic passage tomb,
and surrounded by
multiple other ancient
monuments, writes IainT.
Link: mountainviews.
ie/summit/976/
comment/20080/

b

CaminoPat

Small walk,
big views
It’s just a fifteen
minute hike to
the summit of
Dereenaculling, but if
offers great views of
the Derrynasaggart
range, reports
CaminoPat.
Link: mountainviews.
ie/summit/1139/
comment/20074/
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track of the month - Twelve bens
Crossing the Polladirk river, NW of the Bens

Ridge between Binn Chorr
and Binn Chorr North Top

twelve angry bens
This month’s selection revisits one of Ireland’s more storied challenge walks,
the 12 Bens of Connemara. Last run as an organised event in 2007 (see
our guru’s article on it here: https://mountainviews.ie/cms/mv1/node/65 )
GSheehy’s research has uncovered the route from 2002. It’s a rough tough
old route indeed, perhaps lacking the logic of the nearby Maamturks
traverse (there’s a lot of swinging back and forth, to coign a phrase) but it
more than makes up for it in gloriously compacted mountain scenery and
complex collar work. One for those who think the Turks would be improved
by adding a lot of contouring of steep slopes.

Length: 29.1km Time taken: 10h08m
Ascent: 2598m Descent: 2668m Places: Start at L75012 49904,
Benglenisky, Benlettery, Binn Gabhar, Binn Bhraoin, Binn Bhraoin
Central Top, Binn Bhraoin North Top, Binn Bhán, Binn Fraoigh,
Muckanaght, An Chailleach, Benbrack, Binn Dubh, Binn Chorr North
Top, Binn Chorr, Binn Doire Chláir, end at L80626 49224 5.7km E
from Start
(Statistics such as Ascent or Length etc should be regarded as approximate.
Duration depends on the speed of the person making the track)

Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/3955/
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PYRENEES:
A Grand Tour
It would seem that our Gallic compadre David-Guenot is being badly
influenced by the Challenge Walks he’s been doing in Ireland, and
bringing that modus operandi to the Pyrenees. His target was the
Tour d’Oueil-Larboust, a route usually covered over the space of 2 or
3 days, but here condensed into 13 odd hours. After 3 hours sleep
this proved quite the pedestrian trial (David…Google the name ‘Kirk
Parsley’!) but congratulations for him for seeing it through to the end,
as 30kms is a long way to go on empty.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/3845/

EAST:
There’s a kind of Cush all over the world...
In a worrying development MV’s Challenge Walks El Presidente
Jim Holmes has uploaded a relatively straightforward track (here’s
hoping that this isn’t setting a precedent where the track reviewer
has to start doing loads of challenge walks as well). It’s the classic
Cush-Galtybeg-Galtymore circuit that has felt the pressing of his
boots and the piercing of his poles, a route that can easily be
augmented to include Slievecushnabinnia and the idiosyncratic
Lough Curra Mountain.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/3961/
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WEST:
Swan Lakes
Mountaineering
Ireland recently
hosted a
Gathering
in Clonbur,
Co. Galway,
and simon3
went along
to listen to
the indemnity
scheme
forum etc
and have the odd stroll or two. One of his excursions was on the
Environmental Walk along the eastern edges of the vast Maumtrasna
plateau, a route taking in a somewhat debatable feat of civil
engineering as well as dramatic ridges and very very steep slopes.
And swans. While reaching summits wasn’t the objective of the
walk, it could obviously be adapted as an approach to Maumtrasna
from this direction...comfort in a lack of landmarks is a necessity for
travellers hereabouts.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/3960/
EAst:
If you build it, they will come...
The relatively isolated Wicklow summit of Croghan Kinsella gives a
relatively gentle half day’s walk, according to the track uploaded by
jgfitz. The route rambles upwards and downwards on easily graded
trails, and takes the opportunity to visit several historically interesting
sites during the ascent. There’s also the chance to take in the Arderin
Beg summit of Croghan Kinsella E Top with a short diversion;

similarly the listed-but-unlisted top of Slievefoore is easily reached.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/3959/
himalayas:
Nepal in Need
In the spring of 2017 MV’s former track reviewer march-fixer set
sail from the flatlands of East Anglia
for the slightly more mountainous
Nepal, and he has uploaded 10 days’
worth of tracks from his trek. He was
there in support of the charity Nepal
In Need (http://nepalinneed.org/),
set up by a Sherpa now resident
near Norwich in order to provide
health care and education in his
homeland. All of the uploaded tracks
are accompanied by some lovely
photographs, making clear that this
is a markedly different experience to
a trek to Everest Base Camp! There
may be a full article to follow.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/3944/

w e s u pp o r t
Ireland’s (Hill-walking) Call...

Hillwalking Day - Ireland

Approaching Baltinglass Hill, Wicklow

If you have pride in what you do as a hill-walker then I have a simple
ask of you.
On the 1st of January 2019, if you are out on the hills, could you
please take a photograph and post it to your social media account
with the #HillwalkingDay hashtag? Just that. Nothing else.
Some of you that are in meet-up groups or clubs may want to take
the initiative a bit further and organise a bimble/dander/saunter on
that day. You may see it as an opportunity to recruit new members
as folk will be looking for something to do on that day. Of course,
adding a new dimension to what you do as a club or group would
also swell your numbers eg a sunrise/sunset walk etc.
If you’re a walker who goes out on their own, in the main, you’ll
often have had that exchange with a friend where they’ve mentioned

that they “might go out with you sometime”. Well, now’s their chance
to do it on a day named in honour of your prescribed drug of choice.
ED: MountainViewers interested in summiteering might consider
bringing friends to visit something from the Local Hundred,
places near to you that you never quite got around to before.
MountainViews has the lists and info.
So, if you’re out, just remember the public post and the
#HillwalkingDay hashtag. You can also tag @HillwalkingDay on FB
or Twitter.
Contact me via the website www.HillwalkingDay.ie if you’d like
your event to be mentioned on the site.
g Ger Sheehy
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GLENveagh
national park

Lough Veagh and the steep flanks of Dooish,
Glenveagh National Park (photo: Chris Hill)

A turbulent history

by Tom Barragry

Glenveagh National Park lies in the heart of the Derryveagh
Mountains in the North West of County Donegal. At 42,000
hectares, it is the second largest of Ireland’s six national parks.
Like so many properties that now belong to the state, Glenveagh
Castle was given to the nation by a generous benefactor, Henry
McIlhenny, the last private owner of the Glenveagh estate.

Shimmering by the lakeside

Glenveagh National park is a beautiful large landscape and includes
most of the Derryveagh Mountains, the southern slopes of Errigal
and many lakes and waterfalls. Walkers will be familiar with the
rough sculpted shapes of cliffs and the granite mountains that rise
dramatically over the beautiful lakes such as Lough Veagh. The park
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is replete with tumbling waterfalls, native oak woodland and birdlife
including golden plovers, merlin, dunlins, red throated divers and
peregrine falcons. An area rich in wilderness, it is also home to a
herd of red deer and of course, shimmering by the lakeside like a
Bavarian castle, is the beautiful Glenveagh castle complete with its
Victorian walled gardens. In Glenveagh National
Park are found many iconic Irish creatures, from shimmering
Ireland’s largest herd of red deer to a population by the
of golden eagles, once extinct on the island but lakeside like
reintroduced in the year 2000.
a bavarian
From various central high points in the
castle
park there are panoramic views as far south as
the coast of Sligo on a fine day. While to the north the impressive
volcanic cone of
Mount Errigal at
751 metres the
highest point in
Donegal, can be
seen, To the west
lies Gweedore Bay,
and to the east the
Poison Glen and
the Derryveagh
Mountains.
Many attractive
walking trails exist
Glenveagh castle on Lough Veagh
within in the park
taking in the wide variety of geographical features such as hill tops
(Farscallop, Dooish, Staghall, Cruaghnasaggart, Gartan, Kinnaveagh,
Saggartnadoish), woodland (Brogan’s Wood), and freshwater
lakes (Lough Beagh, Lough Inshagh, and Astellan waterfall.).
MountainViews has numerous shared tracks in the area such as the
short mountainviews.ie/track/2882/ or the longer mountainviews.
ie/track/3486/ The castle estate and beautiful walled gardens are

well worth visiting, finishing up for refreshments in Glenveagh’s fine
tearooms and dining area.
An excellent visitors’ centre has been built giving a visual history
of the estate. It also houses a fine restaurant to rest tired and weary
limbs after some of the longer but beautiful walks. Nearby at Lough
Garten is the Garten Outdoor Leisure centre, which while boasting
an idyllic location for providing adventure sports activities, also
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offers both hostel and en-suite accommodation along with home
cooked meals after a long day on the water or in the hills.

The Glebe

Finally, also nearby on Lake Garten, is Glebe House. This was once a
rectory (built in 1828) and often frequented by Jack Adair (of which
more anon) when visiting his local rector.

beautiful gardens and walks.
Glenveagh Castle and national park in Donegal is one of the most
impressive and spectacular old estates in Europe. Built in the late
1800s, it’s a favourite stop today for tourists who marvel at its turrets,
its stunning view of Lough Veagh and its acres of gardens.
However the origin of Glenveagh estate has a dark history, and
this dark history started with the infamous Black Jack Adair

And just like today, vultures were circling...

Glebe House beside Lake Garten

It is now in the care of the OPW having been completely
refurbished and bequeathed to the state by the well known
artist Derek Hill who lived and worked there. Hill was a friend of
McIlhenny of Glenveagh, and having met McIlhenny on one their
many arts tours of Europe, Hill came to Glenveagh Castle to paint
his portrait. He decided to stay in the area for the rest of his life. He
bought Glebe House and turned it into an artist’s home, gallery and
workshop complete with tea rooms. The beautiful house is well
worth a tour for its miscellany of art including a Japanese room, a
William Morris bedroom set out in the original Victorian fabrics of the
1880s, works by Thomas Ryan, Le Brocquy, and even a Piccaso and a
Renoir and of course much of Derek Hill’s own work. A hidden gem
and an oasis of art treasures tucked by the shores of the lake with

Jack Adair, of Scottish descent, was born in 1823 to a family in
Queens County, Laois, who had managed property for absentee
English landlords and through whom he had become successful
enough to acquire his own considerable land holdings. Following
his education in Trinity College he went into land speculation.
Having purchased large swathes of land in various parts of Ireland,
he followed a tradition of many land
agents by evicting tenant farmers from
property when it would benefit the
owners economically.
In post famine Ireland of the 1850s
and 1860s, financially distressed
estates were purchased at knock down
prices from the Encumbered Estates
Commissioners (the NAMA of its day)
whose task had been to facilitate the
sale of heavily mortgaged estates
and their transfer to new owners
with enough capital to run them on a
‘Black’ Jack Adair
financially sound basis. However the
actual effect of these massive sales of debt ridden estates in the early
1850s was to attract, not the careful, well intentioned land developer
with a humane conscience - imbued perhaps with ideas of good
estate management - but rather land grabbers and speculators,
mainly Scottish (such as Pollock in the Burke/Clanricarde estates in
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Glinsk & Creggs) or Scots-Irish such as Adair, whose aim was to make
a quick profit, by evicting small holding tenants and merging small
parcels of land into bigger ones.
‘enchanted by the
In 1857, Adair first saw Glenveagh
and observed that, ‘he was enchanted by surpassing beauty
the surpassing beauty of the scenery.’ He
of the scenery’
returned the following year and bought
28,000 acres in the Gartan, Glenveagh and Derryveagh areas. By
1859 he had acquired all the title to the land at Glenveagh.
After the initial purchase in the Glenveagh area, Adair began
building up his estate gradually and in doing so purchased parcels
of land and townlands extensively in the Derryveagh area such as
Bingorms, Ardaturr, Staghall, Altnadogue, Claggan, Castletown and
many more, He began to buy up smaller holdings of land to create
a single large estate, which was named Glenveagh after the local
name for the general area, which translates as “glen of the birches.”
Purchasing tracts of land in the Derryveagh Mountains, he built up
a holding of about 15,000 acres there and leased even more land
to create a hunting preserve for his own personal use. He imported
Scottish sheep together with Scottish shepherds. Some thought he
wanted to replace people on the land with sheep. His eventual aim
was to fulfil his dream of creating a Scottish style hunting estate in
the highlands of Donegal, to build a castle there and live the wealthy
and luxurious lifestyle of a country squire.
Adair’s uncle was William Stuart Trench who had been a
notorious estate agent and evictor on the extensive Lord Lansdowne
properties in Kenmare and on the Shirley estate in Monaghan.
Trench was amongst the first estate agents to propose and promote
the cheap once off enforced/assisted emigration of paupers and
poor tenants in coffin ships to America as a financial equation to
save paying for them in the poorhouse. After the Great Famine of the
1840s many land speculators, some Scottish or of Scottish descent,
bought estates in County Donegal where they planned to replicate
the harsh experience of the Scottish Highlands where landlords had

evicted almost all of their tenants in order to graze more profitable
sheep.
Adair had previously introduced sheep into Glenveagh and a
small number of them had been killed. He had also gotten off to a
bad start with some of his Glenveagh tenants by quarrelling with
them. Taking his cue from his uncle, Adair resolved to eventually
clear any tenant farmers off the lands he purchased. But because
they were paying
Remains of famine cottage on Derryveagh estate
their rent, he was very
limited in his ability to
expel them.

An era of evictions

Everything would
change, however, in
1861, when James
Murray, a Scottish
land steward in
Adair’s employ, was
murdered because of an argument with tenants over Adair’s hunting
rights, boundaries, and trespassing sheep. The police could not find
the assailant. Because no one in the community could be identified
as the murderer, Adair then saw his chance and determined to grasp
it.
He at once decided to evict all of the Derryveagh tenants, all
of whom he claimed were subversively implicated in the murder
of his faithful Scotsman. In April 1861, Adair sent a special force of
200 constables and a crowbar brigade onto the rough unfinished
road that stretched along the north-western shore of Lough Gartan
to Lough Barra in the west, and onwards into the surrounding
townlands of Derryveagh, in order to mercilously throw people out
of their small hovels and holdings.
Between April 11th and 13th of 1861, this ‘crowbar brigade,’
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helped by police and soldiers, uprooted over 250 people from
Derryveagh, most of whom became destitute on the roads or inside
the workhouse . The work of destruction continued for three days
through Magerashangan, Staghall, Claggan, Ardator and Castletown
among other townlands. Over half of the evicted tenants (150)
emigrated to Australia and to this day there are close links between
Derryveagh and certain townlands in Australia, especially in Sydney
where those families have put down roots.
244 persons, comprising 85 adults and 159 children, were
evicted; 28 houses were unroofed or levelled and 11,602 acres of
virtually barren land were cleared of human habitation. The issue was
raised in parliament in London and received considerable attention
overseas. Adair became a reviled, hated and
a reviled, despised figure from which he would never recover.
hated and Considerable public debate and correspondence
despised ensued in the Freemans Journal of 1861.
Adair, the speculator, had also spent some time
figure
in America in 1866 hungry to shore up and increase
his fortune in the post Civil War economic boom. He was, at the time,
well off, but not rich enough to forever live the aristocrat’s life he
craved. After opening a successful loan brokerage in Manhattan, he
met Cornelia Wadsworth Ritchie, the widowed daughter of a wealthy
family and a Union general from upstate New York, at a society
ball. They married in 1869 when he was forty six and she forty one.
Adair and his American wife lived as ‘Victorian jet setters,’ travelling
between fox hunts in England, entertaining guests at Glenveagh
and caring for their business interests in Denver Colorado and
also in Texas. Shortly thereafter Adair financed the first major cattle
ranch (JA Ranch) in the Texas Panhandle, which increased his
wealth considerably. He subsequently got involved in further land
speculations in other Ameriacn states which further augmented his
bulging coffers. Adair provided the seed capital for the large JA
Ranch in the Palo Duro Canyon of the Texas Panhandle. In its peak
year in 1883 the ranch encompassed 1,335,000 acres (5,400 square

kilometres) in portions of six Texas counties and boasted 100,000
head of cattle.

A fairytale castle

On returning to Donegal, Adair began the construction of the castle
in 1867. It was completed by 1873. The castle was designed by
Adair’s cousin John Townsend Trench (a nephew of William Steuart
Trench). The castle’s construction in a remote mountain setting was
inspired by the Victorian idyll of a romantic Scottish highland retreat.
Adair’s reported inspiration was Balmoral Castle, the famed Scottish
retreat of the British royal family – and he intended to out-do it. He

Glenveagh Castle gardens (photo: Chris Hill)

planted palatial gardens around it, some in Italian style, others in
French styles and all with a view of the glen. He decorated it with
sculptures both new and old, including sphinxes, figures of Greek
gods, busts in the Tunisian style and even two temple guardians
taken from distant Bali. The castle itself boasted a grandiose exterior,
but a thoroughly modern interior. When the castle construction was
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complete Jack turned his attention to his beautiful estate, but he
would never quite get the chance to develop it as he desired, nor to
pursue his hunting dreams. In 1885, while returning from a visit to
the JA Ranch, he died suddenly in Missouri.
After Jack Adair’s death in the US his widow Cornelia took over
the running of the estate and introduced red deer into Glenveagh in
the 1890s.
Upon inheriting Glenveagh
castle, Cornelia added a new wing
and a round tower to the building,
and overall brought a kinder style
of management to the estate. She
planted shelter-belts of Scots Pine
and Rhododenron and laid out
‘Pleasure Grounds’. She carried
out major refurbishments and
improvements to the estate with
extensive planting, introduction of
new botanical species and extended
walled gardens. Over thirty years
she became very much a society
lady, was well liked locally, unlike her
Cornelia Adair
husband, and was quite charitable to
locals and people in need. She made long-lasting improvements and
innovations to the walled gardens and surrounding estate. Cornelia
spent her summers over a period of thirty years at the castle until
1916, after which she retired to London where she died in 1921.
After Cornelia’s death, the castle remained untenanted for eight
years. During the Irish civil war, both Pro and Anti Treaty forces
occupied it intermittently.

The arrival of a professor

In 1929 Glenveagh was bought by Harvard professor Arthur Kingsly
Porter, a graduate of the arts with a special interest in fine arts and

statuary art, and the history of art and architecture. He lectured in
Harvard in the history of art and had also lectured at Yale (where he
studied) and at the Sorbonne in Paris. Having spent some academic

Arthur Kingsley Porter

time in Europe researching medieval art, he came to Ireland to study
Irish archaeology and culture. Such was his interest that in 1931 he
published a book called ‘The Crosses & Culture of Ireland’. He and
his wife Lucy had the castle repaired and restored after many years
of semi dereliction. A wealthy man, he travelled extensively and
internationally with his wife, chauffeur and maid.
Porter was a close friend of the artist and writer George Russell
(AE) some of whose paintings still hang in the library of the castle.
Porter was born in Connecticut, the son of a wealthy tycoon, and was
a scholar of architecture when he married New York socialite Lucy
Bryant Wallace. The wealthy couple shared a love of art, architecture
and foreign travel. Porter was an academic whizz kid and published
his first book at the age of 25 in 1909.
He travelled with his wife along the Camino de Santiago to study and
observed the Romanesque architecture of the churches along the
way.
He paid £5,000 to buy Glenveagh in 1929, and soon poured his
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artistic energies into refurbishing and restoring it. He also bought a
small fisherman’s cottage on Inisbofin island off Donegal to which
he retired periodically. He continued to commute from Glenveagh
to lecture in Harvard and travel on his academic work to London and
Europe generally. Porter was prone to bouts of severe anxiety and
depression and was known to be a homosexual, but in those churchdominated bygone times it was deemed shameful to ‘come out’.
This weighed on him enormously and the
accompanying mental pressures he suffered
were also known to his wife. Porter took on a
male friend/partner with the full knowledge
of his wife, but dared not let it be known in
the homophobic environs
of Harvard.
was it
drowning, In 1933 Porter went
foul play out walking during a
on Inisbofin but
or suicide? storm
never returned. He just
disappeared ... despite being a good
swimmer. Rumours abounded that he had
left for Paris. Subsequently there were unsubtantiated sightings
of him in Europe, but his disappearance has forever remained a
mystery. An inquest was held without his body being found. It was
said that his wife was less than candid, and less than shattered, at
the inquest. The entire episode became mired in controversy and
rumours. Did he die tragically alone? Was it drowning, foul play or
suicide? Or did he resurface mysteriously, reinvent another persona
and begin to live his life again in another place? A book has recently
been written on this mysterious and curious saga.

The glamour of a new owner

One of Kingsly Porter’s outstanding arts students at Harvard was
Henry McIlhenny from Philadelphia. Henry graduated from Harvard
University in 1933 with a degree cum laude in the fine arts.

Henry McIlhenny was an Irish American whose grandfather had
emigrated from Donegal during famine times. His grandfather left
Carrigart, north of Glenveagh, in Donegal in 1843 aged 13 with
his young, widowed mother. America
offered emigrants the chance to make
a completely new life, and possibly find
fame and fortune. Henry’s grandfather
did indeed amass a great fortune in
America, largely through his invention of
the gas meter, which made him a multi
millionaire. (Not however Tobasco which
was developed by different people).
Thus the McIlhennys became a very rich
Philadelphia family with considerable
hereditary wealth. Henry’s passion for
art and collecting French impressionism
was inculcated in him by his parents,
Arthur Kingsley Porter
Frances Galbraith (Plumer) and John
Dexter McIlhenny, who also played an active role in the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. Henry’s father, John, was also a successful
businessman who collected art and served as president of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
Henry McIlhenny himself became a well known American
connoisseur of art and antiques, a world traveller, socialite,
philanthropist, curator and chairman of art galleries. Artists, actors
and celebrities were his favourite people. Andy Warhol described
him as the ‘only Philadephian with glamour’. He became a key figure
with the Philadelphia Museum of Art for over a half century, and
served it as curator from 1939 to 1964 and chairman of the board.
In famine times, McIlhenny’s ancestors lived in the north of County
Donegal, Ireland. This is perhaps the reason that he was curious and
came back with his mother to vacation in the area at Glenveagh in
1934.
In 1934, the late Kingsly Porter’s widow decided to lease

explore
Glenveagh for the summer to a Mrs McIlhenny from Philadelphia and
to her son Henry. In 1936, Henry returned and the following year, in
1937, already a millionaire, he bought the estate and castle outright.
Thus, less than 100 years after his widowed great-grandmother
emigrated to America with four young children during the famine,
her fabulously wealthy great grandson and avid art collector, Henry
McIlhenny, returned to the land of his forebears. Once arrived at
Glenveagh he set about creating gardens around the castle that
were ranked as some of the finest in Europe, and inside he set about
creating a style that was artistic, stylish and elegant.

The country lifestyle

He was known as a genial and generous host and Glenveagh
became renowned for its art collection of French masterpieces,
18th and 19th century silver, furniture and other decorative arts.
The Glenveagh lifestyle was lavish, with frequent dinner parties, and
lots of daytime activities for guests to enjoy: deer-stalking, fishing in
the lough, the heated swimming pool at the lakeside and beautiful
gardens. By all accounts McIlhenny lived and entertained with a
flourish, panache and style that was of the belle époque era. Besides
restoring the castle and furnishing it with great artistic treasures, he
completely re-developed its gardens. With the help of renowned
English and American garden designers he brought in exotic
plants from as far afield as South America, Tasmania and China. He
extended and enhanced the layout first created by Cornelia Adair,
adding a formal Italian garden, another walled garden, and a neo-

Gothic conservatory. Deer stalking and hospitality were to the fore
and Henry brought about a glorious return to the ‘big house’ lifestyle
with picnics, deer-hunting parties, afternoon teas and formal dinners.
Guests were graciously looked after by a waiting table staff dressed
in Austrian-styled uniforms designed by the host.
Glenveagh became a mecca for artists, writers and various
international celebrities. Among Henry’s visitors to Glenveagh were
Clark Gable, Yehudi Menuhin, Great Garbo, Grace Kelly, Rosemary
Clooney, Charlie Chaplin, Marilyn Monroe, John Wayne and the
well known American composer and musician Samuel Barber. Greta
Grabo slept in the upper bedroom in the round tower, and the
Garbo name is prominently displayed for all to see in the Glenveagh
visitors book. Ella Fitzgerald also stayed there and is said to have
sung at informal Scottish-style musical evenings in the round tower.
In 1975 Henry McIlhenny sold the estate to the Office of Public
Works to create a national park. In 1983 he gave Glenveagh Castle,
along with the surrounding gardens and most of its contents and
artistic treasures, to the Irish nation as a gift. He had bought the 170
square kilometre estate in 1937, having rented it during the summers
since 1933, and had used it regularly as a part-time residence until
1982, a period of over forty years. During that time he regularly
commuted from his beautiful home in upmarket Rittenhouse square
in Philadelphia and from the Museum of Art there, to his summer
residence in Glenveagh. McIlhenny died in 1986 in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia and Glenveagh owed much to his generosity and
philanthropy. g

Lough Veagh (photo: Chris Hill)
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reports and upcoming events in the challenge walks calendar
Lough Curra in the Galty Mountains
(pic: Jim Holmes)

many happy returns
jim holmes discovers another side to the galtees as he
accompanies Na Sléibhte Hillwalking Club on their first
anniversary walk.

On what was both an honour and a privilege, I was absolutely chuffed
to be invited out, on a wet Saturday morn down Aherlow Valley neck
of the woods. The occasion was the first anniversary of Na Sléibhte
Hillwalking Club’s first outing up the hills. Hail, rain, sleet or snow

the Galtees always mesmerise... this would be a day for rain! ‘The
number one resource for hillwalkers’ is how Gerard Sheehy describes
the site... and hey yeah, we aspire to make him right. Hopefully the
site pretty much is a ‘one stop shop’ for everything the challenge
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reports and upcoming events in the challenge walks calendar

walker could require! (Also, the
Ger Sheehy
site is continuously evolving,
presents MV’s
Jim Holmes
be that the build of the site, or
with a generous
the number of tracks, routes,
donation from
reports, photos and more).
the Fei Sheehy
Challenge.
As featured earlier in the
Newsletter, Gerard’s track
on the Twelve Bens is at the
‘ultimate’ end of the challenge
spectrum... but the attached
track of my potter on this day
should show how a challenge
can be short, sharp and sweet
in all manner of ways:
https://mountainviews.ie/track/
report/upload/3961
‘On mature recollection’ I
had never ventured off the
ridge on the Galtees (hope you appreciate the would-be Presidential
reference), so what a joy it was to discover corries and valleys, which
even on a wet day, never fail to throw up something you haven’t seen
before. Mist danced on the corrie’s tarn and low cloud was trapped
in a slight inversion. Of course none of this ever comes out in any
honest likeness with a mere camera phone, that you’re struggling
with, not to saturate... so getting both out and about... and up close
and personal, to this day, is still is the best way.
On any given day on a Na Sléibhte outing there tends to be different
options for your day’s walking. So on this day, having ‘summered’
exceptionally well (read between the lines!), I chose a shortened
route. A simple enough walk, but very rewarding - from the Cush
carpark, head upwards to Lough Curra. Then it’s up to the mighty
Galtymore and then whip over to Galtybeg. From here we cross
the valley up to Cush, then to descend to our starting point. ‘Hang
sangwiches’ and regular coffee stops make for an enjoyable day

especially when the weather
is a tad inclement (always
important to stop to smell
the roses - or at least
appreciate the valleys, that
more often than not, get
glanced over!). One important
prerequisite with Na Sléibhte
is that everyone must be a
competent navigator - but in
all fairness, this is every bit a
life-skill that one day you can
teach your grandchildren...
and no doubt the little brats
will look on in awe at your
wizardry with map and fancy
magnet!!
More details of Na Sléibhte
Hillwalking Club can be found on their FB page.
It was on this morning too, when MountainViews was presented very
generously, with a donation from The Fei Sheehy Challenge. Sincere
thanks indeed. As the website and the greater MountainViews
community is totally voluntary - generosity such as this goes a long
way to help ensure MountainViews continues onwards with its vision.
But, yeah, you’re right (as always), this is starting to become one of my
famous lunchtime rants . . . so back to the world of challenge true . . .
if you haven’t already - then do read the incredible account of the Fei
Sheehy Challenge 2017 - this should whet the appetite to get out and
dirty whilst the calendar as such, is in hibernation this time of the year:
mountainviews.ie/cms/mv1/node/107
So onwards and upwards boys and girls, keep safe over the winter
months and enjoy your day.
And the next time one comes around - support a challenge walk near
you! - Jim Holmes.

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

Summit of Anglesey Mtn, Cooleys b Colin Murphy

Cappaghbaun Mtn East, Slieve Aughty Mtns

b TommyV

Upper Lough Bray with autumnal colours b tomlug48

Beenmore from the Kerry Way

b muddyboots

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

Glenbeigh from trig point of Drung Hill b muddyboots

Murren Hill, Inishowen

b jsramsey1491

Carrauntohil from the Hag’s Glen b muddyboots

Rocky Mountain ponies, Mournes

b Colin

Murphy

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

Ridge on Buckaun, Maumtrasna b simon3

Benwee Head, North Mayo

b Damian120

False summit on Knockboy Sth Top, Cahas b muddyboots

Photo OF THE MONTH

Sunrise from the Twelve Bens. b GSheehy

international Photo of the month

Roadside cafe, Tumlingtar, Nepal. b march-fixer

EMVEE-TUBE
the best video picks for november

Bluestack bivouacking, from MV member gerrym

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ph5EBpdA55E

A wander round the Glenbeigh Horseshoe, from MV member
David-Guenot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBXSSV6fqe4

notices
•

If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses,
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities.
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use
stiles or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask
permission where appropriate.

•

Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.

•

If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI or
Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle it in
future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI nonemergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can find
the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

•

If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121

•

Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned).
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact
numbers for other areas.

•

If you see a fire or someone doing something that could start
a fire, report it. In NI phone 999, in the Republic 112 or Coillte:
1890 800 455.

•

If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we
would appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for
summits.

•

If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid refs in
comments for different starting points show up on MountainViews
maps as well as GPS tracks.
Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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